INTRODUCTION
============

To date, massively parallel sequencing of cancer genomes has largely been performed using flash frozen tissue or immortalized cancer cell lines ([@gks299-B1; @gks299-B2; @gks299-B3; @gks299-B4; @gks299-B5; @gks299-B6]). These studies have provided tremendous insight into the types of mutations and genomic rearrangements that occur in cancer cells. However, limiting sequencing to flash frozen tissues restricts the types of important clinical questions that can be addressed ([@gks299-B7]). Since formalin fixation and paraffin embedding (FFPE) has been the standard sample preparation for pathologists for decades, the ability to perform massively parallel sequencing of FFPE samples would open up large archived tumor specimen collections. As these large archives frequently have historical records of patient progression and outcome, this would allow for powerful retrospective studies exploring DNA changes that influence disease progression.

RNA isolated from FFPE samples is commonly used for genome-wide expression studies ([@gks299-B8; @gks299-B9; @gks299-B10]), however performing whole-genome analyses of DNA isolated from FFPE samples has two major application-specific challenges. First is the fact that tumors of biological and clinical interest stored in blocks are often contaminated with normal stroma, and thus dissection, which is not easy to perform in blocks, is required to enrich for tumor material. A second challenge is the fact that formalin-fixed tissues exhibit a higher frequency of non-reproducible DNA sequence alterations than frozen tissues. This is likely due to formalin cross-linking of cytosine nucleotides on either strand, resulting in Taq polymerase during PCR not recognizing the cytosine and incorporating an adenine in place of a guanosine causing an artificial C \> T or G \> A mutation ([@gks299-B11],[@gks299-B12]). Previous studies have successfully isolated DNA from FFPE tissue samples stored in paraffin blocks and performed targeted sequencing of single genes ([@gks299-B13],[@gks299-B14]) or whole exome sequencing ([@gks299-B15]). In a few instances, sequencing was extended to the whole genome but was limited to copy number analysis or high-level mutational profile analysis ([@gks299-B16],[@gks299-B17]). In the Kerick study, artificial mutations resulting from the formalin fixation process were observed in the sequence data by comparison to matched frozen tissues but methods for removing these false positive calls in the analysis steps of the sequence data were not presented.

In the work presented below, we sequenced DNA isolated from two FFPE triple-negative breast tumors archived as 5 µm sections as well as their matched germline DNA. As the tumor was mounted on slides, it was straightforward to identify and isolate DNA from areas containing \>80--85% malignant cells. By characterizing the patterns of DNA mismatches in the FFPE tumor sequencing reads, we determined that one of the samples was more heavily damaged by fixation than the other and propose guidelines for a rapid FFPE integrity test. We then call somatic variants and implement original filters to remove false positive calls specifically resulting from the formalin fixation process, thus leading to a set of high-confidence somatic mutations in each of the tumors. Finally, we identify a set of mutations of potential functional importance in the progression of the disease (or lack thereof) in each of the two cases.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Patient information
-------------------

From the Women's Healthy Eating and Living (WHEL) cohort ([@gks299-B18]), we identified two female non-Hispanic white patients (06408 and 02542) diagnosed with Stage III histologic Grade III infiltrating ductal triple negative breast cancer in 1999 and 1995 at the ages of 38 and 30 years, respectively. All patients provided written informed consent for enrollment in the WHEL Study and for related genomic studies. Triple negative breast cancer indicates that the estrogen and progresterone receptor staining on tumor tissue was negative and Her2/neu over-expression was not observed. Both patients received adjuvant chemotherapy and local regional radiation therapy. Patient 02542's tumor metastasized 18 months after initial diagnosis and she died shortly afterwards. Patient 06408 is still alive without recurrence as of 2006. The patients underwent curative intent surgical resection and breast tumor material not needed for diagnosis was formalin fixed, embedded in paraffin, sectioned at 5 µm thickness and mounted on slides. Germline DNA was extracted from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC).

### DNA isolation

Areas of tumor cells on a hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained 5 µm FFPE section were identified and marked by a pathologist allowing the collection of malignant cells with a \>80--85% purity ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)). Additional tumor material from an adjacent unstained section was isolated by scraping the area corresponding to the marked section with a sterile scalpel. DNA was isolated from the FFPE specimens using BiOstic FFPE Tissue DNA Isolation kit (MO BIO, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The samples were heated at 55°C for an hour in an optimized wax melting buffer and Protease K to completely digest the tissue. Samples were heated at 90°C for 1 h to remove protein--DNA cross-links, purified on a silica spin filter and eluted with 10 mM Tris pH 8.0.

### Tumor cell counting

The H&E stained slides were used to estimate the number of tumor cells from which DNA was isolated ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)). DNA was isolated from unstained 5 µm thick sections ∼1.0 and 2.0 cm^2^ areas for samples 06408 and 02542, respectively. We used a Nikon Eclipse E600 microscope to take images of the cells and processed the images with MetaMorph 7.7 (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). Six random fields within the marked areas were taken. We calculated the number of nuclei in each random field to get an approximate number of cells per slide. To count the cells, we first separated the constituent blue, red and green channels from each of the 24-bit RGB images. Only the blue channel was used to count the number of nuclei in the image. Nuclei were selected by setting the appropriate intensity threshold. The resulting nuclei were filtered by area to remove noise and counted using the morphometry tool in Metamorph. The number of nuclei was used to calculate the average cell density per image, which was used to extrapolate the number of cells used for sequencing. The area of each image was 1360 pixels by 1024 pixels, with 1 pixel = 0.334355 µm.

### Sequencing

Purified tumor and germline DNA were directly used as starting material for SOLiD fragment library preparation (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) following manufacturer's recommendation. DNA was sheared to ∼150 bp using the Covaris S2 system standard fragmentation conditions recommended in the SOLiD4 Library Prep User Guide. After DNA end-repair, P1 and P2 adaptors were ligated, the adaptor-ligated DNA underwent nick translation and then amplification with six and eight PCR cycles for germline and tumor DNA, respectively, using Library PCR primer 1 and 2, and Platinum PCR amplification mix. Purified library was quantified by TaqMan assay and used for preparing SOLiD templated beads. Each sequencing run resulted in ∼500 million raw 50-bp color-space reads per slide. The samples were sequenced over several runs each using both SOLiD3+ and SOLiD4 platforms generating between 1.3 and 3.1 billion total raw reads per sample ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)).

### Genotyping array data generation and analysis

Germline DNA was genotyped on the Illumina Omni 2.5 M array and processed using GenomeStudio (version 2010.3) using standard methods. Genotypes were exported into reference genome PLUS orientation (build hg19) based on HumanOmni2.5-4v1_D.bpm. As the content on this array contains new SNPs that are not present in dbSNP 132 and were not always named according to dbSNP identifiers, we verified that all positions were present and consistent with dbSNP 132. We converted 1000 Genomes Project ([@gks299-B19]) SNPs (kgp identifiers) to rsIDs by matching chromosome, position and alleles in dbSNP132. We excluded 17 959 1000 Genome Project SNPs that were duplicates of SNPs with rsID identifiers, 11 536 SNPs that had more than two alleles in dbSNP, and 405 516 SNPs that were not present in dbSNP 132. This resulted in a total of 2 016 729 SNPs. Since the sequencing analysis was performed in the hg18 reference, we converted the positions and orientation of the genotyped SNPs from hg19 to hg18 using the LiftOverVCF.pl script within GATK ([@gks299-B20]). The 2 015 517 SNPs with successful coordinate conversion were used in subsequent analysis.

### Calculating concordance between genotyping array and sequencing data

To determine concordance, we used the genotypes of the 2 015 517 SNPs described above and the genotypes called in the sequencing data passing Filter 1.1 (see below) that had at least the indicated coverage ([Supplementary Table S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)). We calculated the total number of the genotypes (homozygous reference, heterozygous and homozygous alternate) called in the sequencing data that agreed with the genotypes called by the array and divided by the total number of genotypes called in both data sets.

### Initial sequence data analysis

#### Alignment

All raw color-space reads were aligned to the human genome reference sequence (hg18), limited to chromosomes 1--22, X and Y, as well as mitochondrial genome. The alignment was carried out using BFAST v0.6.1c with default masks and parameters, except for −*M* = 384 and 10 in the match and local alignment steps, respectively, and −*K* = 100 in the match step ([@gks299-B21]). We identified reads originating from potential PCR duplicate fragments (referred to as duplicate reads) as mapping to the same location and showing an identical strand orientation and sequence in the first 40 nt. For all duplicate reads, we kept the read with the highest quality score. The reads were then subjected to local realignment using GATK IndelRealigner ([@gks299-B20]), to improve the detection of insertion--deletions (indel) and remove false positive single nucleotide variants (SNVs) within 200 bp of indels.

#### Merging of replicates

Two independent libraries were generated and sequenced for both tumor samples 06408 and 02542. The sequences generated from these technical replicates had similar alignment efficiencies and overall quality metrics ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)) without any obvious bias, thus we merged the BAM files resulting from the alignments and used the consolidated data in the rest of our analysis.

#### Coverage

The coverage was calculated by using SAMtools v0.1.8-13 ([@gks299-B22]) 'pileup' command and custom perl scripts. The normalized coverage was calculated by dividing the coverage at each base by the average coverage across the genome for each sample ([Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)).

#### Mismatches

To look for potential DNA damage caused by the formalin fixation process, we analyzed the number of mismatches in the mapped reads ([Figure 1](#gks299-F1){ref-type="fig"}A and [Supplementary Table S2a](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)). A mismatch is defined as any base substitution within an aligned read. The number of mismatches within realigned reads was calculated by using the MD field in the SAM file format ([@gks299-B23]) and custom programs. The MD field characterizes the location, number and type of mismatches, a read has with the reference sequence. Figure 1.(**A**) Frequency of mismatches within sequencing reads for germline and FFPE tumor samples. The distribution of reads with 0, 1, 2 or ≥3 mismatches to the reference genome is shown for all sequencing data (All) and a random subset of 50 M, 5 M and 1 M sequencing reads. (**B**) Read based global nucleotide mismatch rate for all base substitutions. (**C**) Read based global nucleotide mismatch rate for each substitution type.

#### Calculation of global nucleotide mismatch rates

We determined the global nucleotide mismatch rate profile for sequencing reads in each tumor sample across all 6 nt substitution types; A·T \> C·G, A·T \> G·C, A·T \> T·A, C·G \> A·T, C·G \> G·C and C·G \> T·A ([Figure 2](#gks299-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)). To do this, we investigated a set of high confidence homozygous reference sites, for each patient, derived from a random set of reference loci across the genome. These homozygous reference sites were chosen by first removing all variant positions passing Filter 1.2 in both matched germline and FFPE tumor samples (see below). We then removed all sites that are variant in dbSNP132 and/or the 1000 genomes project. From the remaining homozygous reference loci, we randomly selected four sets of 100 000 A, T, C and G sites that had at least 3× coverage in the sample, making a total of 400 000 random loci selected per sample. In each sample, the expected global nucleotide mismatch rate for each substitution type *i* → *j*, , was then calculated by summing the number of mismatches for a given substitution type and dividing it by the total coverage at the reference site. For example, for the substitution type A·T \> C·G, we summed up the number of times we saw an A \> C or T \> G substitution, and then divided by the total coverage obtained by summing over all 200 000 reference A and T sites. Figure 2.Distribution of substitution types for variants passing Filter 2.1 in germline (G) and FFPE tumor (T) samples and called homozygous alternate (Alt) or heterozygous (Het). Variants identified in public SNP repository (Known) or novel for both patients in this study (Novel) or passing in both germline and FFPE tumor samples (Paired) or only in one sample (Unique) are distinguished. The fraction of novel heterozygous variants (C·G \> T·A) called between the tumor and germline samples of patient 02542 is substantially different.

Somatic variant detection procedure
-----------------------------------

### Step1: variant calling

In each sample, we called the variants from the consensus model generated by SAMtools v0.1.8-13 ([@gks299-B22]) with the following two modifications: (i) to correct for the under calling of homozygous alternate alleles, we set −*r* to 7.0 × 10^−7^ ([@gks299-B1]); and (ii) to scale the mapping quality to the BFAST standard, we set −*M* option to 255.

#### Filter 1.1: SAMtools varFilters

Our first filter removes low confidence variants. Variants were filtered using samtools.pl varFilter command with the following parameters: (i) Minimum Root Mean Square of base quality (RMS) set to 43; (ii) Minimum consensus quality set to 20 and (iii) the SNP quality set to 50.

#### Filter 1.2: Coverage thresholds

We next filtered to remove false positives caused by too low or too high sequence coverage. To obtain the optimal minimum and maximum coverage thresholds for calling variants, we used the set of 2 015 517 loci assayed by the genotyping array to maximize the concordance between the array-based genotype calls and the sequence-based genotype calls, for each patient (both germline and tumor). Due to limited amount of FFPE DNA to carry out genotyping, we compared the tumor FFPE sequencing variant calls to the matched germline array genotypes. The results are presented in [Supplementary Table S4a](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1) and [S4b](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1). We determined that removing positions with \<5× and 10× for germline and FFPE tumor samples, respectively, and \>100× depth of coverage optimized the concordance while still being able to call somatic variants in ∼80% of the FFPE tumor genomes ([Supplementary Table S4a](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1) and [S4b](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)).

### Step 2: identification of somatic variants

We used custom programs to compare the variants called in Step 1 from the germline and FFPE tumor samples for both patients. A variant was called somatic if it passed the following successive filters:

#### Filter 2.1: High quality in matched germline and tumor samples

This filter removes genomic positions of low quality in either germline or tumor samples*.* For each subject, we removed the genomic positions that did not pass Filters 1.1 and 1.2 in both germline and tumor samples. This step removes variants that cannot be confidently called somatic due to poor quality or coverage in either sample.

Filters 2.2 and 2.3 below remove potential germline variants.

#### Filter 2.2: Novel variants

This filter removes previously identified variants present in public databases. We filtered somatic variants in the tumor samples that correspond to known variants present in either dbSNP132 (updated on 18 March 2011) ([@gks299-B24]) or the 1000 genomes project (updated on July 2010) ([@gks299-B19]).

#### Filter 2.3: Somatic variants

This filter removes variants that either are in the germline sample or have supporting reads in the germline sample: (i) all loci called variant in both the FFPE tumor DNA and the matched germline DNA and (ii) all tumor variants for which 2 or more sequence reads carrying the alternate allele are present in the germline data.

#### Filter 2.4: High supporting read diversity

This filter removes variants with biased read diversity: Duplicate sequencing reads carrying an error can result in false positive calls. Although duplicate reads were initially removed after alignment, here we increase the stringency for reads supporting alternate alleles in candidate somatic variant positions. Filter 2.4 removes candidate somatic variants supported by reads with less than three different start positions.

#### Filter 2.5: Normal local mismatch rate

This filter removes variants in regions with significantly elevated local mismatch rate (LMR): The accuracy of Next Generation Sequencing data is very sensitive to sequence context (low-complexity, repeats, di/tri-nucleotide composition) as well as composition (percent GC). We empirically estimated the LMR at each somatic variant position (see 'Testing for elevated LMR method' section) and tested whether the alternate allele frequency (AAF) supporting the candidate somatic variant was significantly above the expected LMR (*Q* score). We removed any variant where a *Q* score was within the 90th percentile of the *Q* score distribution of a gold-standard set of heterozygous variants.

#### Filter 2.6: Unbiased global nucleotide mismatch profile

This filter uses the global nucleotide mismatch rates to remove variants supported by significantly biased calls. The formalin fixation introduces a bias in the type of nucleotide substitutions observed ([@gks299-B11]) ([Figure 1](#gks299-F1){ref-type="fig"}C). We used the global nucleotide mismatch rate profiles to distinguish candidate somatic variants from random substitutions that result from the fixation procedure. For each genomic position passing Filter 2.5, we calculated a *post hocP*-value of a *i* → *j* substitution using the binomial distribution Bin(*x*, *n*, ), where n is the total number of reads covering the position, *x* is the number of reads with the alternate allele *j*, and is the global nucleotide mismatch rate (see 'Calculation of Global Nucleotide Mismatch Rates' section above) for the given base substitution *i* → *j*. We removed all positions where the AAF is not significantly different from the expected global nucleotide mismatch rate using ranked *P*-values corrected for a false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.05 according to Benjamini and Hochberg ([@gks299-B25]).

### Testing for elevated LMR

For the set of candidate somatic variants passing filter 2.4, we calculated the AAF which is the ratio of alternate allele supporting reads to the total number of reads at that position. We then calculated the LMR from positions 10 bp upstream and 10-bp downstream of the candidate variant position LMR = *m*/(*n* + *m*), where (*m*) is the number of positions matching the reference and (*n*) the number of mismatched (excluding the candidate variant position itself). Notably, mismatches include nucleotide substitutions, insertions and deletions. For example, a deletion of 3 bp would result in three mismatch counts. Finally, we inferred a *Q* score = (AAF − LMR) at each position. We generated a gold standard set of heterozygous variant positions by selecting the 1 229 492 and 986 314 heterozygous SNPs from patient 06408 and 02542, respectively, that were called in the sequencing data and are present in dbSNP132 and/or the 1000 genomes project. We calculated the *Q* scores of these gold-standard variants in the tumor FFPE DNA and compared their distribution to the candidate somatic variants *Q* score (Filter 2.5, [Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)).

Estimation of alternate allele under-calling
--------------------------------------------

To estimate the false negative rate in the sequencing data for each sample, we determined the fraction of genotyping array alternate allele sites not called in the sequencing data that passed Filter 2.1. The numerator (alternate allele sites not called) was calculated by summing the number of sites called as AB by the genotyping array and as AA in the sequencing data; plus the sites called as BB by the genotyping and AA or AB in the sequencing data. The denominator (number of possible sites with an alternate allele) was calculated by summing all AB and BB sites in the genotyping array excluding sites that were called missed variant (MV) or missed called (MC) in the sequencing data ([Supplementary Table S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)).

### Annotation of somatic variants

We used the SeattleSeq Annotation server (<http://gvs.gs.washington.edu/SeattleSeqAnnotation/>) for functional annotation of somatic variants called in FFPE tumor samples 06408 and 02542. To identify genes carrying somatic mutations of potential importance for breast tumor initiation and progression, we downloaded the cancer gene census list, updated 22 March 2011, ([@gks299-B26]) consisting of 457 genes ([@gks299-B27]) and created a list of DNA damage repair genes from the Gene Ontology database ([@gks299-B28]). Briefly, by searching for 'DNA damage repair' in the GO terms of 'Biological process' we identified 5 GO terms and 1049 genes.

### Analysis of Illumina sequencing reads for FFPE DNA damage

We downloaded publicly available Illumina sequence data of 89 FFPE non-small cell lung tumors ([@gks299-B29]). The sequencing reads were aligned to the human reference genome (hg19) using BWA v5.9 ([@gks299-B30]) with default parameters, except for a seed length of 25. BWA is more stringent than BFAST in aligning reads that contain mismatches; therefore samples with high FFPE damage are expected to have fewer Illumina reads aligning to the genome. For this reason, to estimate the extent of DNA damage caused by FFPE we calculated the alignment rate and percent of aligned reads with greater than or equal to two mismatches. We used a *k*-means clustering algorithm on the alignment and mismatch rates to separate the 89 tumor samples into two groups; one group contained 11 samples and the other contained 78 samples.

RESULTS
=======

We sequenced two triple-negative breast cancer tumors (WHEL Study samples 06408 and 02542) and matched patient germline DNA. The tumor samples had been formalin fixed and paraffin wax embedded (FFPE) and stored as 5 µm section for 11 and 16 years, respectively, before DNA was isolated for our study. DNA was isolated from approximately a 1-cm^2^ area of 85% tumor cellularity containing ∼5.4 × 10^5^ cells from sample 06408 and from approximately a 2-cm^2^ area of 80% tumor cellularity containing about of 1.3 × 10^6^ cells from sample 02542 ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)). We performed technical replicates (DNA isolation, library construction and sequencing) for both tumor samples 06408 and 02542. After read alignment, duplicate reads removal and local realignment, the data resulting from the technical replicates were checked for consistency before being merged into a single data set for further analysis ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)). This resulted in a coverage depth, respectively, of 13× and 23× for patient 06408 germline and FFPE tumor DNA and 12× and 22× for patient 02542 germline and FFPE tumor DNA ([Table 1](#gks299-T1){ref-type="table"}). The coverage depth distribution across the genome was similar between FFPE tumor and germline samples ([Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)), indicating that the FFPE process did not create any large-scale bias affecting the ability to examine specific intervals of the genome for somatic variants. Table 1.Sequencing statisticsPatient SampleSample 06408Sample 02542GermlineFFPE tumorGermlineFFPE tumorRaw color-space reads1 352 676 0842 823 592 3701 251 754 6293 174 447 825Fraction of reads aligned to hg18 (%)67.259.365.854.5Fraction of uniquely[^a^](#gks299-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"} aligned reads[^b^](#gks299-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"} (%)70637060Average haploid coverage (×)12.6×23.4×11.7×22.2×Fraction of genome covered (%)88898789Fraction of genome with ≥3× coverage (%)85868187[^1][^2]

Characterizing formalin fixation induced DNA damage
---------------------------------------------------

The DNA damage caused by the FFPE process is expected to lead to a high number of mismatches in the aligned sequencing reads ([@gks299-B11],[@gks299-B12]) confounding the identification of DNA variants. However, the FFPE damage occurs at different nucleotide positions in different cells of the sample and thus has a random distribution across all DNA sequencing reads. By analyzing the combined signal of mismatches in sequence reads of the FFPE tumor sample, it is possible for the pattern of random FFPE-induced damage to be recognized, and then corrected for in the data analysis. Therefore, in order to comprehensively characterize FFPE induced errors, we analyzed mismatches in each read prior to consensus variant calling. The FFPE tumor DNA showed reduced alignment rates (54--61%) as compared to the germline (66--67%) ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)). Moreover, the proportion of reads with ≥1 mismatch was greater in both of the FFPE tumor samples (∼32% in 06408 and ∼51% in 02542) when compared to their corresponding germline samples (∼21%) ([Figure 1](#gks299-F1){ref-type="fig"}A and [Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)). These data are all consistent with formalin fixation induced DNA damage resulting in the FFPE tumor aligned sequence reads having a higher number of mismatches.

Interestingly, FFPE tumor sample 02542 had 1.5 times more reads with ≥1 mismatches than FFPE tumor sample 06408. This greater number of mismatches was consistent across technical replicates ([Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)), suggesting that the observation was not an artifact of the DNA isolation or library preparation process but that the extent of DNA damage due to formalin fixation is greater in the FFPE tumor sample 02542. Mismatch distribution differences between the two FFPE tumor samples were apparent by examining a random set of 50 million, 5 million and 1 million non-filtered sequence reads from the germline and FFPE tumor samples of both patients ([Figure 1](#gks299-F1){ref-type="fig"}A and [Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)). This implies that by sequencing as few as 1 million reads per sample, one can estimate the extent of DNA damage in a FFPE tumor from the mismatch distribution. To further investigate the ability to assess the extent of DNA damage caused by FFPE in low coverage data we downloaded publicly available Illumina sequence reads from 89 FFPE tumors ([@gks299-B29]); each sample has about 1 million reads*.* We aligned the sequence reads to the human reference genome and then calculated the fraction of reads that aligned and the mismatch rate of the aligned reads. Of the 89 samples, 11 had poor mismatch and alignment rates suggesting that they have a significant amount of DNA damage from FFPE processing ([Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)). The other 78 samples had moderate to good mismatch and alignment rates suggesting that the FFPE DNA damage was minimal. Overall these results suggest that low-coverage data sets can be used to assess the integrity of the FFPE tumor DNA and thus can serve as an important quality control step before performing costly whole genome sequencing.

We next determined the global nucleotide mismatch rate in the DNA sequencing reads ([Figure 1](#gks299-F1){ref-type="fig"}B), as well as the profile of each of the six different types of substitutions ([Figure 1](#gks299-F1){ref-type="fig"}C). To estimate the global nucleotide mismatch rate profiles, we focused on four sets of 100 000 sites each called as homozygous reference A, T, C and G in each patient's germline genome (based on random high confidence reference sites across the genome) and had at least 3× coverage in the matched FFPE tumor. While the global nucleotide mismatch rates were similar in the germline DNA of the two patients (∼11 × 10^−3^), the global nucleotide mismatch rates in the FFPE samples were substantially higher (1.6 - and 2.9-fold higher than in the germline, for patients 06408 and 02542, respectively). The higher relative global nucleotide mismatch rate in the 02542 FFPE tumor sample compared to the 06408 FFPE tumor sample is consistent with a greater amount of DNA damage. Across the six substitution types, the FFPE tumor samples have a greater global nucleotide mismatch rate than the germline samples ([Figure 1](#gks299-F1){ref-type="fig"}C). The increase in the global nucleotide mismatch rate was particularly prominent for C·G \> T·A substitutions, which was 1.5 - and 1.8-fold higher than the other substitution types in tumor samples 06408 and 02542, respectively. This is consistent with the types of DNA sequence read mismatches expected to result from formalin induced cross-linking of cytosine nucleotides. The atypical global nucleotide mismatch rate profiles of the FFPE tumor sample suggests that the majority of the DNA sequence read mismatches are due to the formalin fixation process rather than the oncogenic process. Consequently, we used the atypical global nucleotide mismatch rate profiles in the FFPE tumor samples to better distinguish high-confidence somatic variants from formalin fixation induced mismatches (see Filter 2.6 in 'Materials and Methods' section and 'Somatic variant calling and filtering' section below).

Variant calling and initial quality assessment
----------------------------------------------

As described in 'Materials and Methods' section we called variants using SAMtools v0.1.8-13 ([@gks299-B22]) and then applied two filters to remove low confidence variants (Filter 1.1) and to remove false positive variants caused by genomic regions with too low or too high sequence coverage (Filter 1.2). We used the genotype information obtained from the Illumina Omni 2.5 array analysis of each patient's germline DNA to assess variant calling performance and optimize additional standard and novel filters. After applying Filters 1.1 and 1.2, we called 84--95% of the array's SNP positions in all four samples using the sequencing data ([Supplementary Table S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)). Of note, this estimation of variant detection sensitivity is likely an overestimate as variants analyzed on genotyping arrays are easier to detect using next generation sequencing than variants not amendable to array analysis ([@gks299-B31]). The genotype concordance between the array and germline variants was 96.9% and 96.8%, respectively, in patients 06408 and 02542. For patient 06408, the corresponding FFPE tumor DNA sample had similar concordance with the genotyping array (96.6%); however for patient 02542 the FFPE tumor DNA sample had lower concordance (92.7%). This higher discordance is primarily the result of under-called alternate alleles, which is more prominent in the 02542 FFPE tumor sample (∼21%) than in the matching germline sample (∼8%) ([Supplementary Table S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)). For patient 06408, the rate of under-calling alternate alleles was similar between the FFPE tumor (∼9%) and the germline sample (∼8%). A variety of reasons likely underlie this increased under-calling of the alternate allele in the 02542 FFPE tumor sample including biological reasons, such as deletions resulting in loss of heterozygosity.

Because the amount of DNA isolated from the FFPE tumor samples was low, we examined whether or not contaminating DNA was introduced during the library preparation. For both patients, the FFPE tumor variants were more concordant with the genotyping array results of the matched germline sample than with the other patient's germline sample (93--97% versus 69%, [Supplementary Table S6](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)). These data suggest that a contaminating DNA source was not introduced during library preparation as the cross-sample concordance between the germline array genotypes and the FFPE tumor sequence genotypes would have been lower than what we observed and likely have had an expected inflation of heterozygous calls ([Supplementary Table S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)). Thus, we are confident that we sequenced DNA isolated from the FFPE tumor 5 µm sections.

To characterize the bias in variant calling introduced by the formalin fixation process, we compared variants called in the germline and matched FFPE tumors. In each of the four samples, we identified ∼1.8--2.1 × 10^6^ variants with high sequence quality ([Figure 3](#gks299-F3){ref-type="fig"}, passing Filter 2.1). Consistent with the expected findings from the sequencing of a Caucasian individual ([@gks299-B20]), ∼95% of the germline variants have been previously observed and are in public databases ([Figure 3](#gks299-F3){ref-type="fig"}, passing Filter 2.2). The 02542 FFPE tumor sample had a higher number of novel variants (3.8×) than the 06408 FFPE tumor sample or the matched germline samples. These variant data are in alignment with the observed higher global nucleotide mismatch rate suggesting that the 02542 FFPE tumor sample has extended damage from formalin fixation. Additionally, it is important to consider the fact that these higher number of novel variants may partially be due to an increased number of somatic mutations in the 02542 FFPE tumor sample. We also observed a marked difference in the distribution of the six nucleotide substitution types of the variants passing Filter 2.1 in the 02542 FFPE sample as compared to the matched germline and the 06408 FFPE tumor sample ([Figure 2](#gks299-F2){ref-type="fig"}). While the variant substitution profiles in the 06408 FFPE tumor DNA is largely similar to that of the matched germline DNA for most categories of substitution types ([Figure 2](#gks299-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)), we noted a highly biased profile in the novel heterozygous variants present only in the FFPE tumor DNA of patient 02542; the proportion of C·G \> T·A substitutions is 1.9 times higher than that observed in the matched germline and 2.7-fold higher than what is observed in 06408 FFPE tumor DNA. This biased C·G \> T·A variant substitution rate is consistent with our previous observation of the increased global nucleotide mismatch rate profiles in the 02542 FFPE tumor ([Figure 1](#gks299-F1){ref-type="fig"}C). We note that the transition to transversion ratio of the paired known variants (∼2.2) is close to the expected value ([@gks299-B20]) whereas heterozygous novel variants that are uniquely present in the tumor samples have a substantially lower value (∼0.8--1.7), indicative of a low-confidence for this latter class of variants ([Figure 2](#gks299-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 3.Flow diagram describing the number of variants passing each filtering step for both patients 06408 (blue) and 02542 (red).

Somatic variant calling and filtering
-------------------------------------

Following the above quality assessment, we devised several successive filters to derive a set of high-confidence somatic variant calls. After removing germline variants ([Figure 3](#gks299-F3){ref-type="fig"}, Filter 2.3), there are 55 551 and 290 341 candidate somatic variants for tumor samples 06408 and 02542, respectively, which is substantially higher than previous reports in breast cancer ([@gks299-B6],[@gks299-B32]). Despite removal of duplicate sequencing reads after alignment we noticed that a significant proportion of candidate somatic variants were supported by reads with fewer than three different start positions. We believe that the initial filter did not remove all duplicate reads due to the presence of variable insertions and deletions. A more stringent filtering of these duplicate reads ([Figure 3](#gks299-F3){ref-type="fig"}, Filter 2.4) resulted in a further reduction in the number of somatic variants.

False positive mutations as well as real cancer somatic mutations are generally expected to be heterozygous in the tumor DNA. To further enhance our detection of high-confidence somatic mutations, we compared the alternate allele read frequency at all somatic variant positions to a standard set of germline heterozygous variants from the same patient. The alternate allele read frequency of germline heterozygous variants had a median of 42%, while the candidate somatic mutations alternate allele read frequency was 20--26% ([Supplementary Figure S3A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)). Upon closer inspection, we noticed that the somatic mutations with relatively low alternate allele read frequencies were frequently located in regions with elevated LMRs, probably resulting from alignment or sequencing artifacts that were not corrected through local realignment ([Supplementary Figure S3B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)). We confirmed that the LMR is higher for somatic variants than the standard set of variants (4.6 versus 3.1 × 10^−2^ on an average). We filtered the candidate somatic mutations for which the AAF was not significantly higher than the LMR calculated 10-bp upstream and downstream from the position considered ([Figure 3](#gks299-F3){ref-type="fig"}, Filter 2.5). After applying this filter, the alternate allele read frequencies and LMRs for somatic mutations in both FFPE tumor samples is closer to the standard set of heterozygous variants ([Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)). This filtering step resulted in 19 750 and 35 733 candidate somatic variants in patient 06408 and 02542, respectively. Finally, Filter 2.6 takes advantage of the biased global nucleotide mismatch rate profiles that we observed in the FFPE tumor DNA sequence reads ([Figure 1](#gks299-F1){ref-type="fig"}C) to identify a set of high-confidence somatic variants. Here, we filtered candidate somatic variants for which the alternate allele read frequency is not significantly different from the global nucleotide mismatch rate. This resulted in 19 176 and 22 524 high-confidence somatic variants in sample 06408 and 02542, respectively. Tumor samples are typically heterogeneous composed of a mixed population of different clones. Given that the minimum AAF needed to call a high-confidence somatic variant after applying Filter 2.6 is ∼18--21% with the mean around 32--34%, thus in the best case scenario we would be able to call a heterozygous mutation found in ∼50% of tumor cells in a sample with intra-tumor heterogeneity.

Examining the six substitution types ([Figure 4](#gks299-F4){ref-type="fig"}), reveals that this specific filter diminished the C·G \> T·A substitution bias characteristic of formalin fixation induced DNA damage and resulted in a distribution of substitution types similar and more balanced for the 02542 FFPE tumor sample. While sample 06408 only had 3% of its candidate somatic variants filtered by Filter 2.6, 37% of candidate somatic variants in sample 02542 were removed ([Figure 3](#gks299-F3){ref-type="fig"}). This supports our previous statement that sample 02542 had greater FFPE induced DNA damage causing an increase in the number of false positive somatic variants. On the other hand, both FFPE tumor samples had \>50% of their candidate somatic variants filtered by Filter 2.5 which removes false positive variants caused by sequencing and alignment errors. Figure 4.Filters 2.5 and 2.6 remove false positive somatic variants due to formalin fixation and other systematic and random errors in the process. Shown is the fraction of substitution types for somatic variants after Filter 2.4, after Filter 2.5 and after Filter 2.6 for 06408 and 02542 FFPE tumors. After Filter 2.6 the novel somatic variants of substitution type C·G \> T·A called in 02542 tumor have a similar profile to that observed for novel germline variants in the matched sample ([Figure 2](#gks299-F2){ref-type="fig"}).

To further examine the effects of Filters 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 on the total number of candidate somatic mutations and the distribution of substitution types, we applied these filters in different combinations and determined that all three filters are necessary ([Supplementary Figure S6](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)). These results show the importance of Filters 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 as FFPE tumor samples have increased alignment errors compared to matched germline samples most likely due to both somatic mutations and formalin fixation induced DNA damage. The succession of filters (2.4--2.6) removed ∼65% and 92% of the candidate somatic variants in 06408 and 02542, respectively ([Figure 3](#gks299-F3){ref-type="fig"}). In a recently published framework for somatic variant calling proposed by the Broad Institute, 62% of novel variants were filtered ([@gks299-B20]). The higher fraction of candidate somatic variants filtered in our study is expected, as our goal is to filter out false positive calls due to the formalin fixation induced DNA damage in both FFPE tumors samples.

Somatic coding variation
------------------------

The final set of high-confidence somatic mutations contained 19 176 and 22 524 variants in tumor samples 06408 and 02542, respectively. Of those, 268 and 423 variants were coding or affect splice sites ([Supplementary Figure S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1); [Supplementary Tables S7](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1) and [S8](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)). These numbers are in agreement with previously sequenced whole genomes of breast cancer ([@gks299-B6],[@gks299-B32]), which suggests our filtering process has adequate stringency.

We examined 457 genes from the Cancer Gene Census ([@gks299-B27]) and 1049 genes involved in DNA damage repair for somatic coding variants. Sample 06408 had 8 high-confidence somatic mutations in 8 genes (1 nonsense and 7 missense) whereas sample 02542 had 16 high-confidence somatic mutations in 16 genes (1 nonsense, 12 missense and 3 coding-synonymous) ([Table 2](#gks299-T2){ref-type="table"}). A number of these changes are of potential biological interest. Both patients carry variation in TP53: sample 06408 carries a heterozygous nonsense mutation in TP53, suggesting the inactivation of one copy of this tumor suppressor gene and sample 02542 carries a somatic missense mutation. Sample 06408 also carries a heterozygous missense mutation in NOTCH1 which has been shown to be a recurring mutation in chronic lymphocyte leukaemia, lung squamous cell carcinoma and breast cancer ([@gks299-B5],[@gks299-B33],[@gks299-B34]). The nonsense mutation in TP53 together with the missense mutation in NOTCH1 could be driver mutations for sample 06408's tumorigenesis. Sample 02542 carries missense mutations in both MLL2 and MLL3 which together were recently found as significantly mutated in 16% of childhood medulloblastoma cases ([@gks299-B35]). Table 2.High-confidence FFPE tumor coding somatic variants within cancer associated genes and/or DNA damage repair genesPatientGeneNCBI IDChrPosition (hg18)GermlineTumorMutation typeAmino acid change06408ATRXNM_000489chrX76735852A/AA/CMissenseL2027RELNNM_000501chr773109920G/GG/CMissenseA458PKIAA1549NM_020910chr7138253476T/TT/CMissenseQ429RMYH9NM_002473chr2235040266T/TT/AMissenseK475MNOTCH1NM_017617chr9138520141G/GG/AMissenseA1343VNUMA1NM_006185chr1171417948C/CC/GMissenseV27LNUP214NM_005085chr9132998395A/AA/GMissenseD270GTP53NM_000546chr177517747G/GG/ANonsenseR306STOP02542AKT1NM_001014431chr14104312544A/AA/GMissenseF161LBLMNM_000057chr1589105082T/TT/AMissenseF492YCREBBPNM_001079846chr163772787G/GG/AMissenseP453LEXT1NM_000127chr8118886256G/GG/TMissenseD647EGNA11NM_002067chr193070205A/AA/GMissenseN246SJARID1ANM_001042603chr12297581G/GG/CMissenseT950RLPPNM_005578chr3190066803G/GG/TMissenseG511VMLL2NM_003482chr1247722022T/TT/CMissenseK2043RMLL3NM_170606chr7151504320G/GG/CMissenseQ3051EPDGFRANM_006206chr454824777G/GG/AMissenseG185ERETNM_020630chr1042921884G/GG/TMissenseG308WRPN1NM_002950chr3129823703G/GG/TNonsenseC545STOPRUNX1NM_001001890chr2135181094C/CC/TCoding-synonymousNASTK11NM_000455chr191171708G/GG/ACoding-synonymousNATP53NM_000546chr177519259C/CC/AMissenseK132NZNF521NM_015461chr1821060818C/CC/GCoding-synonymousNA

DISCUSSION
==========

Genomic translational research faces a scarcity of properly stored and annotated clinical samples. Archived formalin-fixed tissues in paraffin blocks offer a unique opportunity to study thousands of samples with extensive clinical records and follow-up information. In our study, we show that it is possible to obtain enough DNA from a single 5 µm FFPE slide (∼1--2 cm^2^) to perform whole genome sequencing of sufficient coverage depth to identify potentially important mutations. The FFPE process combined with long storage times is known to result in DNA fragmentation. We show that for the two breast tumor samples analyzed DNA fragmentation did not produce large biases in coverage depth distribution ([Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)). However, we observed a higher global nucleotide mismatch rate within aligned reads from FFPE tumor samples when compared to matched germline ([Figure 1](#gks299-F1){ref-type="fig"}A) and a higher base substitution rate across all 6 different substitution types ([Figure 1](#gks299-F1){ref-type="fig"}C). Consistent with damage due to formalin fixation, we observed this increase was biased towards C·G \> T·A mismatches. Interestingly the two samples studied were differentially affected by the formalin fixation, tumor 02542 showing a 1.8-fold increase in the global nucleotide mismatch rate and greater C·G \> T·A bias compared to tumor 06408. This discrepancy can be explained by the absence of strict standards in the formalin fixation step, where tissue samples are routinely fixed between 24 and 48 h ([@gks299-B11]) but sometimes can be fixed for considerably longer times. The time of the formalin fixation step is not known for the studied samples and not generally included in pathology reports. Another possible explanation could be the size of the tumor tissue, or its density, which also affects the fixation procedure. As formalin fixation-induced DNA damage could potentially be so great as to inhibit the ability to analyze an FFPE sample by next generation sequencing we have established a relatively simple test to assess the integrity of FFPE samples. By simply sequencing from 500 000 to 1 million raw reads from a single FFPE tumor, one can determine the extent of DNA damage and identify the best preserved samples to conduct larger, more expensive whole genome sequencing ([Figure 1](#gks299-F1){ref-type="fig"}A and [Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks299/DC1)).

Using a set of innovative filters (Filter 2.4--2.6), we establish a successful method for filtering false positive somatic variants caused by the FFPE damage to the tumor DNA, thus increasing our confidence in the final set of called somatic mutations. It is important to compare our novel filters to existing post-alignment filtering methods such as GATK ([@gks299-B20]). Existing methods filter for poor base quality with a stringent threshold; this is due to the fact that incorrectly called variants are typically caused by low quality sequence data. The fact that FFPE causes random damage, the 'errors' do not have poor base quality. Our method filters on the AAF without using a threshold for all substitution types; but rather it uses a mismatch error rate across the genome of the given sample. This is important as the amount of FFPE DNA damage varies from sample to sample. To achieve the same goal as our novel post-alignment filters, one could propose applying more stringent criteria to align the reads. Aligners that trim the reads when their mismatch rate becomes too high have been implemented ([@gks299-B36],[@gks299-B37]). As a result, the global nucleotide mismatch rate would improve, but at the cost of a reduced effective sequencing coverage depth. Such strategies could also remove *bona fide* somatic mutations surrounded by extensive DNA damage therefore limiting the sensitivity to call variants. A second potential alternate approach for achieving a set of high-confidence somatic mutations in FFPE samples would be to sequence to greater coverage depth. Since formalin fixation is performed on the resected tumor sample and will generally randomly affect different DNA locations in different cells, elevated global nucleotide mismatch rates in DNA sequencing reads should still lead to accurate variant calls at sufficiently high sequencing coverage depth. In our study, the global nucleotide mismatch rate was indeed higher than the variant calling rate, especially in FFPE tumors (18--32 × 10^−3^ versus 10--11 × 10^−4^). In a recent study of whole-exome sequencing of FFPE tumors, 40-fold coverage was insufficient to filter false positives due to formalin fixation DNA damage identified by the substitution profile and discordance with matched frozen tissue ([@gks299-B15]). Indeed, the authors estimate that 80× coverage is required to obtain accurate variant calling in the presence formalin fixation DNA damage. However, for samples such as 02542 in our study with substantial amounts of formalin fixation induced DNA damage, the coverage depths required to overcome the global nucleotide mismatch rates in the sequencing reads to achieve accurate variant calls could be even greater. Thus, applying our series of standard and novel filters will likely have utility for identifying high-confidence somatic mutations in FFPE tumor samples even when there is relatively low sequence coverage depth.

In our study, we have not analyzed the tumors for somatic events such as chromosomal translocations or large copy number alterations (CNA). Methods developed for this purpose ([@gks299-B38; @gks299-B39; @gks299-B40]), rely more on the correct mapping of read pairs than accurate sequence. We have only sequenced single reads, and were thus not able to perform this analysis. We believe that the vast majority of the reads mapped in our FFPE tumor samples are mapped at the correct location. However, it is possible that the sensitivity of translocation or CNA detection would be affected as a greater number of reads might have ambiguous mappings due to the mismatches introduced by the FFPE damage. Various distributions of insert size in read pairs, especially large ones (1--10 kb) obtained through mate-pair libraries, can also improve the sensitivity of the detection of large deletions. However, the FFPE process fragments the DNA and therefore would not be adequate for such studies.

Overall, our study demonstrates that a methodical characterization and analysis of the sequencing data can reduce the noise resulting from formalin fixation induced DNA damage and lead to calling a high-confidence set of somatic mutations. This opens up the possibility of sequencing huge archives of stored clinical FFPE samples of a variety of cancers. Furthermore, we demonstrate that a limited amount of DNA can be used for a genome-wide deep sequencing analysis, which enables studies on small clusters of tumor cells such residual cancer after treatment or dormant metastases.
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[^1]: ^a^Reads with only one possible mapping location.

[^2]: ^b^Reads after mapping, duplicate removal, local-realignment and merging technical replicates; excluding chrY.
